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About This Game

The Doritos VR Battle is a highly interactive VR game based on movement and agility skills. A game you play alone or with
your friends taking turns to beat each others scores. Find your way through the dark universe and use your weapons to battle the

enemy.
The game is created to make sure players use all the possibilities of the HTC VIVE. Enter an immersive world and make sure

you survive without taking a hit. Afraid of heights? Even a bigger challenge.
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Title: Doritos VR Battle
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Capitola VR
Publisher:
Capitola VR
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space
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Portal Power has a lot of good ideas, but fails to deliver. Game is hard even on casual due to poor implementation of combat
(you can't dodge on a chain AND will have to dodge for other turtles). CPU controlled turtles will simply choose the strongest
target and hit, even if it deals damage to them doing so. I don't believe they even dodge, and this is a huge problem since
enemies deal a lot of damage to a unified health bar and are sponges.
As of now, I don't believe I can finish the game. Buy only if you have a collection, since turtles games tend to be delisted very
fast. Shame the other better options are not available here.. One of the best RTS's you can get imo.. One of the few outstanding
cross-platform\/genre games online. Originated by the crew who brought you the "Puzzle Quest" series before splitting up, with
Infinite Interactive (now Infinity + 2) keeping the art and content and storylines of the PQ series, while D3 got to keep the PQ
series lable for their off-shoot online cross-genre games. GoW has gorgeously rendered art, humorous and interesting storylines,
fun match-3\/ccg\/mmorpg gaming (one of the first to have a game with this kind of cross-genre), and biggest of all - an
awesome rewards system. You don't HAVE to pay for anything, unless you want to acquire powerful weapons, armor, and
troops only gotten through cash purchase, but which are not absolutely necessary to play the game, on your own quests, or PvP
online and Arena. Best advice - remember that patience pays off.. This is *the* game for fans of the ClaDun series. If you liked
x2 and the original, you will love this one.

The title is not just for show; many of the assets carried over from x2 have been redrawn or modified to fit the theme.

Edit: Notable New Features

Deathgeon - Ten floor dungeon where enemies start at high levels and difficult types\/traps are common. Loss only occurs when
you run out of time, not when you become KO'd. Supposedly you fight bosses from previous ClaDun installments on the final
floor.

Mu-Geon - Technically not new, but it was not in ClaDun x2 and reappears in Returns with a caveat: Mu-Geons negate the
effects of titles on equipment, artifacts, etc.

The Arena - A dungeon that consists solely of a circular arena. Kill a wave of mobs to access two chests, the exit, and a portal to
the next floor. Each floor forces you through a random gate. Great for using classes or builds that would normally be bad at
sustaining themselves in a standard Rangeon. Great source of titles, but really poor exp farm.

Ex Dungeons - Rearranged versions of the dungeons you played during the story. Generally more difficult but more rewarding.
One unique recruitable character lives in each stage, so this is a great source of characters if you are feeling unimaginative and
want some stock characters to round out your roster.

The Castle - Basically a universal, secondary Magic Circle. Each space requires a somewhat expensive stone piece. The rarer the
piece, the more stats it gives and the less likely it is to recieve a disenchantment. You can pay a decent sum of gold to remove
these debuffs and keep the stone or just remove a stone entirely.

Weapon Refinement - Weapons will get kill points the more you use them in dungeons. You can redeem these at the Blacksmith
to attach weak titles in all four slots. You can use this system to quickly farm weak titles for your Armor and Shield.

Quests - Yes quests! These can range from visiting old story dungeons to kill new enemies that have spawned in them or clearing
certain stages in a certain amount of time. They are repeatable with diminishing returns and give gold, items, and even fame..
Somehow it's like the old school games on Playstation 1. Not a bad game, maybe too easy and too short (6-8 hours of play).
A little bug with your sight when you leave your car. My advice, don't leave your car when you are too close of zombies and/or
wait some seconds before to walk.. Pretty interesting game with trippy music. It's like a super meat boy platformer with a spin.
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this is a basic shooter game that feels more like a tower defence game. The game is incredibly basic consisting of only 2 levels
with 10 waves each. It has an unlock system where you get a new gun every few levels, i had fun just grinding kills and
upgrading them to max. i also like how you have to shoot the gems to get the money, adds a little challenge and desicion making
to it. The upgrades are good, limited in what they are but work none the less, you can really tell when your weapon has been
upgraded. However there are a LOT of problems with this game, making it virtually unplayable. First off your level gets stuck at
19 with 7xp to level 20. Next is the gun reload sound, it sounds like a slow mo grinding noise its horrible. Your gun dissapears
when you look to far to the left or right. However none of that compares to the most annoying thing about this game, for no
reason at all your gun will just change, you might have a sniper rifle out and you shoot and suddenly the weapons swapped itself
to the shotgun. This is a huge pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 If like me you have only the unlimited pistol ammo
and ammo for the weapon youre using, then this game be deadly, its made me lose on several occasions because everytime i get
the right gun out it just swaps it out again.

I got this on a sale and i guess im okay with that, i wouldnt pay full price for it thought. My advice is wait till the game has been
patched and new content is released. That said if a basic game is this bugfy then i wouldnt count on that stuff to much.. Best
waste of 2€ in my life. This is a pretty decent DLC.

You got 4 new missions, this time with varying objectives (rather than the usual "kill everyone") and unique features in each
mission (like in the hostage mission where you got a cop - who can shoot people - as your "sidekick"). I like the uniqueness in
each mission, as it gives you different kind of gameplay mechanics.

I wish there were more unique missions like these though, as with only 4 missions, it feels rather short. I beat this in about 4
hours. IMO you should get this if it's in discount.. It'd be a great game if it weren't for the infinite loop during the prologue,
meaning you can't continue on with the story. Thus your most likely going to have to wait until IFFY fixes it with a new patch
that comes out. But overall a bad game since i couldn't play it on steam, however did play it on Vita and I really much liked it.
The Moe was really Intense for me! It's a shame that the Second series for this game won't come out to NA, was hoping for it
too. But you never know maybe in the near future if this game can hit sales in steam maybe.. More like a browser app than a
game (or something along the lines of minefield/solitaire). It's really not what you expect. Extremely simplified gameplay
consisting of moving units once in order to attack. I have not tested the multiplayer which appears to work on IP address but
assuming it works then I would say it could be worth you picking this up to play with friends. As a single player game it is
almost worthless and with AI ranged units seeming to know exactly where you are and your ranged guys using a "pick a random
square and you might get lucky" means of finding them the chances are your entire squad could be picked off by a lone ranged
unit with poison. Don't get drawn in by the Citadel Miniatures look of the pieces - the graphics are pixelated and generally poor.
Others have whined about the sound being fuzzy - which it is - but it serves very little purpose anyway so if you must play this
play it with the sound off. Unless you want something lightweight to toy around with in work when you are bored or know
others who want to engage with you in multiplayer then avoid.. okay so I think this is actually a good quick use tool to reinforce
your learning of Japanese.

its no good for anyone not wanting to commit any time to learning, and I would NOT recommend this game to anyone that isnt
using other means to learn the language as this is only good as an exercise tool to test your progress with.

Pros

comes with charts - so you can use the charts to memorise the characters and get them in your head, then use the game modes to
test that youve memorised your sheeeeet.

Has Hiragana which is the basic of japanese language learning, Katakana is also included; you can progress through the written
languages, Hiragana, into Katakana, and finally Kanji.

I havent started the Kanji yet but it claims to have the standard level 1000+ characters. Its a tool that will help me if i keep at it.

Cons

no sound - there are no pronounciation sounds for the characters (hiragana\/katakana) so you cant use this game on its own to
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learn the language unless you find another resource to teach you pronounciation.

doesnt \/ will not - teach grammar, this is just a character learning tool, you wont be able to construct sentences without learning
from another source.

STROKE ORDER - this game will not teach you stroke order, this does not seem important to us none Japanese people,
however the Japanese are very passionate about perfection when it comes to writing, and as a result they have a specific stroke
order for how they write out their characters (Hiragana, Katakana, Kanji). only using this tool alone could result in developing
bad habbits when writing out these characters.

This game is best thought of as Find Walley. Depending on how well you know your Japanese characters you will either find
this game easy or struggle. Hence you have to learn from other sources.

final note; I dont like how the Kanji learning section is, feels messy and poorly structured.

OVERALL
OVERALL I RECOMMEND THIS GAME.
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